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0. INTRODUCTION 
Quantum group is a name given to the “geometrical object” that should 
lie behind a non-commutative and non-cocommutative Hopf algebra. To 
make the viewpoint clear, let us briefly recall the link between algebraic 
groups and commutative Hopf algebras. Let G be a linear algebraic group 
over the field @ of complex numbers and denote by A(G) the coordinate 
ring of G. Then the algebra A = A(G) has the structure of a commutative 
Hopf algebra over C. Its coproduct A: A + A @c A is defined by 
4fh Y) = f(w) tf~A x, YEW; (0.1) 
this is a @-algebra homomorphism with the coassociativity (A @ idA) 0 A = 
(id, @ A) 0 A. The counit E: A --, Cc and the antipode S: A + A of A = A(G) 
are defined respectively by 
40 = f(e) (f GA)> (0.2) 
where e is the unit element of G, and by 
w)(x) =fW’) (SEA, XEG). (0.3) 
Then the quadruple (A, A, E, S) satisfies the axioms of a Hopf algebra. It 
should be noted that the group G is recovered from A = A(G) by taking its 
spectrum. It is natural to expect that this correspondence between linear 
algebraic groups and commutative Hopf algebras should be extended to 
the framework of non-commutative geometry. Its algebraic part shall be 
played by Hopf algebras, possibly non-commutative and non-cocommuta- 
tive. Then it is quantum groups that should play the geometric part. At the 
present stage, a quantum group is by definition an object of the opposed 
category of the category of Hopf algebras. In this paper, we denote by 
A(G) the Hopf algebra corresponding to a quantum group G, considering 
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A(G) as the “coordinate ring” of G. In using the terminology of quantum 
groups, we intend to study ,4(G) not merely as a Hopf algebra but as an 
object of geometric origin. 
If g is a Lie algebra, its universal enveloping algebra U(g) also has the 
structure of a Hopf algebra. The ingredients A, E, S are now given through 
A(X)=X@l+l@X, E(X) = 0, S(X)= -x 0-E 917 (0.4) 
so that the coproduct of U(g) is cocommutative. It should be remarked 
that the two Hopf algebras A(G) and U(g) are in duality if g is the Lie 
algebra of a linear algebraic group G. Moreover the elements of U(g) act 
on A(G) as (left or right) G-invariant differential operators. A quantum 
group may as well have a Hopf algebra corresponding to U(g). To refer to 
such a Hopf algebra, we use the phrase “quantum universal enveloping 
algebra” for distinction. 
The notion of quantum groups and quantum universal enveloping 
algebras originates in the study of quantum inverse scattering methods 
(e.g., Faddeev, Reshetikhin, and Takhtajan [F], Drinfeld [D], and Jimbo 
[J]). From the viewpoint of C*-algebras, Woronowicz [Wl, W2] inde- 
pendently found the notion of a compact matrix pseudogroup which is 
essentially the same as that of a quantum group. Since then there have been 
many, extensive studies on the representation theory and the structure 
theory of these quantized geometrical objects [F, K, M, MM, R, V]. 
In this paper we discuss in detail the finite dimensional representations 
of the quantum group S&(2; @) and its “compact” real form SU,(2). The 
main points of this paper are: 
(1) The Peter-Weyl theorem for SU,(2) in an explicit form. 
(2) Analysis of the matrix elements of the unitary representations of 
SU$). 
The Peter-Weyl theorem as well as the existence of a Haar measure was 
established by Woronowicz [W2] for a large class of “compact” quantum 
groups from the viewpoint of C*-algebras. However, we reprove the Peter- 
Weyl theorem for SU,(2) by a purely algebraic argument based on the 
study of matrix elements of the irreducible representations. We also see that 
any finite dimensional representation of SU,(2) is completely reducible and 
unitarizable. Moreover the irreducible (unitary) representations of SU,(2) 
are parametrized by the spin 1~ $N (N = (0, 1, 2, . ..}). As for the second 
point, it is remarkable that the little q-Jacobi polynomials PF,fl)(z; q) 
naturally appear in the expression of matrix elements (or spherical func- 
tions). The little q-Jacobi polynomials were introduced by Hahn [H] as a 
q-analogue of orthogonal polynomials and afterward studied in detail by 
Andrews and Askey [AA]. Our analysis on the quantum group gives a 
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geometrical interpretation of these polynomials. In fact, we derive 
orthogonality relations, q-difference quations, and the Rodrigues formula 
for the little q-Jacobi polynomials. This paper is the detailed version of our 
announcement [MM]. We remark that Vaksman and Soibelman [V] and 
Koornwinder [K] also discovered independently the above interpretation 
of little q-Jacobi polynomials as spherical functions for SU,(2). 
The plan of this paper is as follows. In Section 1, we recall the definition 
of the quantum group X,(2; C) and introduce its “compact” real form 
SU,(2). Throughout this paper, we assume that the parameter q E @* = 
C\(O) is not a root of unity. The real form SU,(2) is defined via a 
*-operation on A =A(SL,(2; C)). When the SU,(2) is concerned, we 
always assume that q is real and 141 # 0, 1. By using a quantum subgroup 
of X,(2; C), denoted by K, we give a direct decomposition of the Hopf 
algebra A = A(SL,(2; @)) with respect to the two-sided coaction of K. In 
Section 2, we study the finite dimensional representations of X,(2; C). 
After introducing the left A-submodules I’f- of A of spin 1 (1~ @), we will 
see that their matrix elements wl,‘j (I E IN, i, j E I,) form a C-basis for A 
(Theorem 2.5); this is the algebraic part of the Peter-Weyl theorem. 
Furthermore we determine the matrix elements explicitly and conclude 
that they are expressed in terms of the little q-Jacobi polynomials 
(Theorem 2.8). In Section 3, after introducing the (normalized) Haar 
measure on SU,(2), we discuss the unitary representations of N,(2). The 
Peter-Weyl theorem (Theorem 3.7) is established by summarizing the 
studies on the matrix elements. We remark that the modular automorphism 
in the Tomita-Takesaki theory plays a crucial role in determining the 
square length of matrix elements. Orthogonality of the matrix elements 
recovers the orthogonality relation of little q-Jacobi polynomials [AA]. 
As an application of the Peter-Weyl theorem, we discuss the Fourier 
transform on SU,(2). In the last section we investigate the differential 
representations. We define the quantum universal enveloping algebra 
U&42; C)) as a dual Hopf algebra of A(SL,(2; C)). Then the elements of 
U,(&(2; C)) act on A(SL,(2; C)) as invariant operators. The action of the 
Casimir element gives rise to the q-difference quation for the little q-Jacobi 
polynomials. Finally, we prove the Rodrigues formula for the little q-Jacobi 
polynomials through the differential representations. 
For the terminology of Hopf algebras and comodules, we refer the 
reader to Abe’s book [A]. We remark that, by its algebraic nature, our 
argument on SL,(2; C) is applicable to the quantum group SL,(2; F) over 
an arbitrary field F as far as the parameter q is not a root of unity. 
Moreover, fix an automorphism CH C of F such that z= c (c E F) and 
q = q; then our argument on SU,(2) is applicable to the general setting 
with slight modification. 
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1. QUANTUM GROUPS S&,(2;@) AND SU,,(2) 
1.1. X,(2; C) and SU,(2) 
Throughout this article, we denote by A =,4(X,(2; C)) the algebra of 
functions on the quantum group 5X,(2; C) of [M, F]. We always assume 
that the parameter q E @* is nor a root of unity (or q = 1). 
To fix the notations, we first describe the Hopf algebra structure of A. 
As a @-algebra, A is generated by four elements x, U, v, and y with the 
relations 
ux = qxu, vx = qxv, yu = quy, yv = qvy, 
vu=uv, and xy-qP’uv=yx-quv=l. 
(1.1) 
The coproduct A: A --+ A @c A and the counit E: A + C of A are the unique 
C-algebra homomorphisms atisfying 
(1.2) 
This is an abbreviated notation for A(x) =x 0 x + u@ v, A(u) = x0 u + 
u@ y, etc. The antipode (or coinverse) S: A --t A of A is the @-algebra 
anti-homomorphism determined by the values 
(1.3) 
Note that the antipode S satisfies the relations 
EoS=& and A~S=z~(S@S)~A, (1.4) 
where r: A 0 A + A 0 A is the “flip” automorphism defined by s(a @ 6) = 
h @ a for a, h E A. We remark that S2 #id (if q2 # l), in contrast to the 
classical case q = 1. 
If the parameter q is real, there exists a unique conjugate linear ring 
anti-homomorphism a H a* : A -+ A satisfying 
(: ;)*:=(;I ;:>_(y,, y). (1.5) 
It is easy to show 
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LEMMA 1.1. (1) (a*)* = u and S(S(a)*)* = a (UE A). 
(2) &(a*) = E(U) (a E A). 
(3) ZfA(~)=~~b,@c~, then A(u*)=Ci b:@c*. 
We denote by SU,(2) the “compact real form” of SL,(2; C) determined 
by this *-operation (or involution) and use the notation A(SU,(2)) to refer 
to the “*-Hopf algebra” (A, *). When we discuss SU,,(2), we always assume 
that q is real and 141 ~0, 1. 
For simplicity, we will often denote by G the quantum group SL,(2; C) 
or SU,(2). 
1.2. Quantum Subgroup K and a Decomposition of A(SL,(2; C) 
A quantum subgroup H of G= SL,(2; C) is defined by a couple 
(A(H), 7~~) of a Hopf algebra A(H) and a Hopf-algebra epimorphism 
rrH: A(G) --t A(H). Here we introduce a quantum subgroup K of G = 
SL,(2; C) corresponding to the subgroup of diagonal matrices of SL(2; C). 
The algebra A(K) and the canonical epimorphism rcx: A(G) -+ A(K) are 
defined by 
A(K)=C[t, t-‘1 and nK(t :>=(i t!,). (1.6) 
The coporoduct A,, the counit sK, and the antipode S, of A(K) are given 
by 
A,(t)=t@t, &K(t) = 1, S,(t) = tr’. (1.7) 
If q is real, the *-operation of A = A(SU,(Z)) passes to A(K), so that the 
*-Hopf algebra A(K) represents the unit circle U(1) (t* = tr’). 
The Hopf algebra A = A(G) has the natural left (or right) comodule 
structure over itself defined by the coproduct A: A -+ A 0 A. This left (resp. 
right) A-comodule structure of A = A(G) will be referred to as the left 
(resp. right) regular representation of the quantum group G = SL,(2; C). 
Note that, in the classical case q = 1, right (resp. left) G-modules 
correspond to left (resp. right) A(G)-comodules. 
The algebra A = A(G) also has a natural left (resp. right) A(K)-comodule 
structure L,: A + A(K) 0 A (resp. R,: A + A 0 A(K)) defined by 
L,=(nK@idA)OA (resp. RK= (id,On,)oA). (1.8) 
By using these, we define the C-vector subspaces A[m, n] (m, n E Z) of 
A by 
A[m,n]={uEA; L,(u)=t”@uand R,(u)=u@t”). (1.9) 
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Then we have A[m,n].A[r,s]cA[m+r,n+s] for all m,n,r,sEZ. 
Hence, the C-subspaces A[O, 0] of all bi-K-invariants form a C-subalgebra 
of A and each A [m, n] becomes an A [0, O]-bimodule. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. (1) The C-algebra A = A(G) has a decomposition 
into the direct sum 
A(G)= 0 ACm, nl. (1.10) 
m,n.sz 
(2) The algebra ALO, 0] of all bi-K-invariants in A = A(G) is a 
polynomial ring @[cl generated by [ = -q-‘uv. 
For each couple (m, n) E Z2 with m E n (mod 2), we define an element 
e m,n of A[m, n] as follows: 
(1) em,n = xavx with c1= (n - m)/2, /I = (m + n)/2 
ifm+naO and mbn. 
(11) em.n = xBu” with CI = (m - n)/2, fl= (m + n)/2 
ifm+n>O and man. 
= u”yD with CI = (m - n)/2, p = -(m + n)/2 
(1.11) 
(III) em, n 
ifm+n<O and man. 
(IV) em,n = v’y” with c1= (n - m)/2, b = -(m + n)/2 
if m+n<O and mdn. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Zf m =n (mod 2), A[m, n] is a free feft (or right) 
@[[]-module of rank one with basis e,, n, namely, 
ACm,nl=CCrle,,.=e,..CC51. 
Otherwise, A[m, n] = 0. 
(1.12) 
Propositions 1.2 and 1.3 are direct consequences of the following lemma, 
which corresponds to Theorem 1.2 in [Wl]. 
LEMMA 1.4. The monomials xiuivky’ (i, j, k, 1 E IV) with I= 0 or i = 0 
form a C-basis for A = A(G). 
Proof. We prove this lemma by using the Diamond Lemma of 
Bergman [B]. Define an ordering =$ among the letters x, U, u, and y by 
u < x < y < v. Moreover we introduce a well-ordering < of the set of all 
monomials in the free associative @-algebra generated by these letters as 
follows: Two monomials are compared first by the length and then by the 
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lexicographic order if they have the same length. Consider the following 
reduction system consisting of seven elements: 
(UOY, 4-1You), ( 0 u x x, qx@u), (UOU, UOU), (Yox,q~ou+ l), 
(you, quOy), (x@u, q-%0x), and (x@y, qpluOu+ 1). 
(1.13) 
Then one can check directly that all ambiguities of this system are 
resolvable relative to 4. Hence one sees that the monomials uix’y’uk with 
I = 0 or i = 0 form a @-basis for A = A(G). Since x’ujt?y’ = q ~ ii ~ %jx’y’uk, 
we have the desired result. Q.E.D. 
2. FINITE DIMENSIONAL REPRESENTATIONS OF X,(2; C) 
2.1. Comodules Vk and VF of spin 1. 
For each I E $4, we define the C-vector subspaces L’k and VF of A by 
where II= { -1, --I+ 1, . . . . 1) and 
21 ’ [ 1 
112 p = 
I+i ye 
xl-iui+i and X’-ju’+‘. (2.2) 
The symbol [y], stands for Gauss’ binomial coefficient 
(4; 4)m m-1 
= (4; 4L (4; 4)m -n’ 
(a; 4)m = n (1 -aqk). (2.3) 
k=O 
Using the fact that A is a @-algebra homomorphism, one can easily 
check that Vf (resp. Vf’) forms a left (resp. right) A-subcomodule of A for 
each Ze ;N. We call Vk (or VF) the representation of G= ,X,(2; C) of spin 
1. The A-comodules VF are the ones discussed in the proof of Theorem 5.8 
in [Wl]. In view of the left comodule structure of Vk, we denote by wi,‘j 
(i, j E I,) its matrix elements: 
Then the comodule structure of Vj- implies 
(2.4) 
and &(WilJ) = 6, j’ (2.5) 
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Before studying the matrix elements WI,‘;, we recall a recurrence formula 
for Gauss’ binomial coefficients and a q-analogue of the binomial theorem. 
LEMMA 2.1. (1) For each n, kc N, one has 
[a::],=[:], qn+k+[k::ll,. (2.6) 
(2) If two elements z, w in a C-algebra satisfy the commutation 
relation wz = qzw, then one has 
(z+w)“=~<~~, [L] zkwnpk for each nEN. (2.7) 
. . Y 
LEMMA 2 2 . . wi,?,= (I” and ~!!)c,~=~~“for i,jEI,. 
Proof Since RK(t{‘)) = rj”@ t*’ and n,(C;i”) = di,-,t*‘, equality (2.4) 
implies <!“@ t*‘= wi,‘?,@ t*‘, hence ri= wi!Lr. Applying (2.7) to d(x) = 
x@x+u@u, one has 
d(x2’) = j:I, 
21 [ 1 I+ j xI-juI+i~x~-iu~+I, q2 
which shows that w ~ ,, j = qj” for each j E I[. 
Since ?I” = WY’,, j equality (2.5) for i= -1 leads us to 
Q.E.D. 
d(q) = 1 t$‘@ wj,‘j. for ~EZ[. (2.9) 
ie I/ 
This shows that (w!,‘))~, jc ,, give the matrix elements of the right 
A-comodule VI” as well. In other words, the right A-comodule V,” is dual 
to the left A-comodule P’F. 
LEMMA 2.3. (1) w$,‘j~A[ -2i, -2j] for i, jEZ[. 
(2) With the notation of Proposition 1.3, set 
w(l). = e 
1. J -2i,~2jfj,‘:(i)=gj:(i)e~2i.-2j, 
(2.10) 
where f!,‘;.(c), g{,‘:(i) E A[O, 0] = @[[I. Then the degree offi,‘j(O or g{,‘!(i) 
in [ is determined as follows: 
(l+j (i+j<O, i>j) 
deg f ill(<) = deg g!,‘:(i) = :‘: 
(i+j<O, i<j) 
(i+jaO, i<j)’ 
(2.11) 
[l-i (i+jBO, i3 j) 
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Proof (1) Noting that (LKOid)Od =(idOA)oL,, one computes 
(L,Oid)od(S1”)=t-“Od(rI”) 
=I t-*‘@W!;w@$!), (2.12) 
since <i” E A[ -2i, 211. On the other hand, one has 
(LK@id)OA(<i’))=x LK(wj,‘j)@5j’) (2.13) 
from (2.4); hence Z,,(w{fj) = t-“@ w{,‘j.. Similarly one can show that 
&,(w!‘!) = )$A?@ t-*j using (2.9). 
(ii ThTi statement follows from the explicit determination of the 
matrix elements w{,‘i in Theorem 2.8 below. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. (1) For each 1 E @, the matrix elements wi,lj (i, j E Z,) 
are linearly independent over C. 
(2) For each 1 E ;N, the A-comodule Vk (resp. V,“) is irreducible. 
Proof. (1) Linear independence of the matrix elements follows from 
Lemma 2.3 and Proposition 1.2. 
(2) Let V, be an A-subcomodule of Vk and < = xi ~~51’) a non-zero 
element of V,,. Fix an index m E I, such that c, # 0. Then, for each n E I,, 
there exists a linear functional cp ,,: A + @ such that q,Jwyj.) = hi ,,,a,,. 
(i, j E I,), since wi,‘j (i, j E Z,) are linearly independent. Applying (P” 0’ id to 
the formula 
A({) = 1 ciwgo $“, (2.14) 
i, j E If 
one obtains (cp, @id) 0 A(<) = c,l!j’. Since V, is an A-subcomodule of VF, 
one has c,~!/)E V,, hence 5:)~ V, for each n E I,. This shows that V, = V:. 
Q.E.D. 
For each 1~ +k!, we denote by W, the @-vector subspace of A spanned 
by the matrix elements w$,‘j (i, Jo I,): 
w,= @ cwg. (2.15) 
i, je II 
Relations (2.5) show that W, is a sub-A-bicomodule of A. We define a 
C-linear mapping @,: Vf 0 VF --) W, by 
qp@#)) = wy’, for each i, j E I[. (2.16) 
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Then formulae (2.4) and (2.9) show that @I is a homomorphism of 
A-bicomodules. Moreover, @, is an isomorphism since ~if)k (i, ~EI() are 
linearly independent. 
Combining Lemma 2.3(2) with Proposition 1.3, one sees that, for each 
i, jEti? with i-jE& 
A[ -2i, -2jJ = @ Cw!,‘!, (2.17) 
where the index I runs over the set {I E $Ni; i, jE Z,}. Hence, by Proposi- 
tion 1.2, we see that the matrix elements WY! (IE ;N, i, jEZt) form a @-basis 
for A. Summarizing these, we have 
THEOREM 2.5. For each I E $4, there exists a isomorphism of 
A-hicomodules 
@,I Vl”@ vF7 w, with ~(51”011J”)=wl!,‘l(i, jEZ,). (2.18) 
Furthermore, the Hopf algebra A = A(SL,(2; C) is decomposed into the 
direct sum 
A(SL$; C))= @ W, (2.19) 
/EN/2 
as a bicomodule over A. 
As an application of this theorem, we prove 
PROPOSITION 2.6. Any finite dimensional irreducible left (or right) 
A-comodule V is isomorphic to the spin 1 representation V: (or V,“) for some 
1E $4. 
Proof. Let q: V -+ @ be any non-zero @-linear mapping and define a 
homomorphism cp: V + A of left A-comodules by 
(P(<)= (idOv)oL.(t) for 5 E V. (2.20) 
Note that cp is not a zero mapping, since so cp = ~7. For Ze @J, let p, be the 
projection A -+ W, in the decomposition of Theorem 2.5; then the composi- 
tion pto cp: V -+ W, must be non-zero for some I E ff+J. The morphism p,o cp 
is in fact injective since V is irreducible. Since any non-zero A-subcomodule 
of W, must be isomorphic to VI”, one sees that V is isomorphic to VI”, as 
desired. Q.E.D. 
Remark 2.7. Any finite dimensional A-comodule is completely reducible. 
This fact can be proved as a corollary to Theorem 3.1 below. 
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2.2. Matrix Elements and the Little q-Jacobi Polynomials 
We now derive explicit expressions for the matrix elements MI!‘) of the 
spin I representation Vk* Before stating our theorem, we give a d’efmition 
of the little q-Jacobi pdynmids: 
r+P+n+l. 
Py’(z; 4) = 1 (q-‘;;;)(li(q”i 1 
t-30 ; 
. 
r ? 
4) ’ tar (qz)'. 
r 
(2.21) 
The matrix elements of irreducible representations are determined in the 
following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.8. For each f~$l and i,jE&= (-f,--E+l,..., I), the 
matrix elements WI,‘!. are expressed in terms uf the little q-Jacobi polynomials 
in c= -q-54u as fullows. 
(I) Case i+ j<O, i> j: 
(II) Case i+j<O, jai: 
(III) Case i+j>O, jai: 
(IV) Case i + j 3 0, i 2 j: 
Proof. The recurrence formula for Gauss’ binomial coefkients (2.6) 
and the commutation relations of X, u, v, and y lead us to 
4 k2 - 2km wk, 
q2 
(2.22) 
(2.23) 
x m-k k u @xm-kvk, (2.24) 
Y2 
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and 
(2.25) 
By means of these formulae, we have the expansion 
x4 
~(~+r--.i)XI~i~~U~ui-t+~ l+j-p 
Y OX 
ILJUlf j . (2.26) 
By using (2.22), the coefficient of 10 x’-ju’+j for jE I, with i + j< 0 and 
i> j is calculated as follows: 
x4 
rc(,r+i~J)~(/+i--1r)(2~r+i~,)+k~- 2k(l+Jpp) 
(Uu)“+k 
=x 
-r-lUl--j (/+J)(j-1) 
9 
x4 .z~2(/+j)r+2~(~+fij)(Uu)~ (r = p + k). (2.27) 
Here we have 
=,Fo [‘,i],,[ili:r]~~[i::lr],, q2~(~+l-J)+r2~2(/+J)1 
=['-~+']~~[~~~i~],q~2~2~~+i)~ 
I+ i = [ 1 i-j g (q-2”+j); q’), (q2(‘pJ+“; q2)r (-q), (q2; q2), (q2’1--- i+ 1’; q2)r . 
Thus the coefficient of 10 x’~~u’+~ for jE Z, with i + j< 0 and i > j is 
expressed by 
xpi-jui+j (/+j)(j-i) l+i 
4 [ 1 i-j y2 pc~-J.~~~i,(~q~luu;q2)~ /+I (2.29) 
Normalization by (2.2) leads us to the desired expression of Case (I). Cases 
(II)- are established similarly. Q.E.D. 
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3. PETER-WEYL THEOREM FOR SU,(2) 
3.1. Bi-invariant Linear Functional 
For the moment, we consider the Hopf algebra A = A(SL,(2; C)). A 
linear functional cp: A + @ is said to be left (resp. right) invariant if it 
satisfies the condition 
(id@cp)od(a)= 1 .cp(a) (resp. (cp@idod(a)=cp(a).l), (3.1) 
for all a E A. Here we prove the existence of a bi-invariant linear functional, 
which is essentially due to Woronowicz [Wl]. 
THEOREM 3.1. There exists a unique bi-invariant linear functional 
h: A -+ C with h( 1) = 1. Moreover h has the following properties: 
(1) IfaEA[m,n] (m,n~Z) and (m,n)#(O,O), then h(a)=O. 
(2) On the subalgebra A[O, 0) = C[c] of bi-K-invariants, h is deter- 
mined by 
h(i”)= ’,;:I, 1-q for all nEN. 
(3) h(S(a)) = h(a) for all a E A. 
(4) Zf the parameter q is real, h(a*) = h(a) for all a E A. 
Proof First we show that any bi-invariant functional h: A + C with 
h( 1) = 1 necessarily satisfies (l)-(4) above; conditions (1) and (2) assure 
the uniqueness of h. 
(1) For any a E A[m, n] (m, n E Z), the invariance of h implies the 
equalities 1 . h(a) = t” . h(a) and h(a). 1 = h(a). t” in A(K). This shows that 
h(a)=0 if m#O or n#O. 
(2) Note that the commutation relations (1.1) involve 
x”y”= (ii 4-2)n and ynxn = (q21; q2)* (3.3) 
for any n E kJ. Now let p: A + A[O, 0] be the projection in the decomposi- 
tion (1.10). Then, by using (3.3), one sees 
(idOp)~~(i”)= 1 [:]: q -2ij1’(5; q~2)ioj1(q2[; q2)j (3.4) 
i+j=n 
for any n E F%l. The left invariance of h thus implies 
1 .h(C”)= c 
i+j=?l 
(3.5) 
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Regarding (3.5) as an equality of polynomials in [, take the coefficient of 
[. Then one obtains a recurrence formula for A([“) (n E N): 
(1 +n+l) )h(i”)=(l-q*“)h(~n-l) (n 2 1). (3.6) 
With the normalization h( 1) = 1, this gives equality (3.2). 
To prove (3), it is enough to note that S: A [m, n] 2 A [ --n, --ml 
and S(c) = [. Similarly, statement (4) follows from the fact that 
.*:A[m,n]rA[-m,-n] and [*={, when q is real. 
Last, we show the existence of a bi-invariant linear functional h: A + @ 
with h(1) = 1. In view of the fact that the matrix elements wi,‘j.(l~~ ;N, i, 
Jo 1,) form a C-basis for A, define the linear functional h: A + C by 
h(wj$) = h( 1) = 1 and h( w&q = 0 for 1>0 i, FEZ/. (3.7) 
Then the bi-invariance of h immediately follows from formulae (2.5). 
Q:E.D. 
By condition (2) of Theorem 3.1, we see that the functional h is repre- 
sented by the Jackson integral in q-analysis. In fact, for any f = f(c) E 
@[(I, we have 
h(f)=j;f(Odqzl=(l-q2) C q2kf(q2k) 
k>O 
if 0 < 141 < 1, and 
h(f)=Jol f(qP2[)dym2[=(1-qP2) C qP2kf(q-2kP2) (3.9) 
ka0 
if )q/ > 1. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Any finite dimensional eft (or right) comodule over 
A(SL,(Z; C)) is completely reducible. 
This proposition is a consequence of the following general statement: Zf 
a Hopf algebra A has a left invariant linear functional h: A -+ C, then any 
finite dimensional eft A-comodule is completely reducible. We omit the 
proof of this fact since it can be proved by a standard argument. 
3.2. Unitary Representations of SU,(2). 
In the rest of this section, we denote by A the *-Hopf algebra A(SU,(2)), 
assuming that the parameter q is real. In this context, we call the 
bi-invariant functional h: A + @ of Theorem 3.1 the (normalized) Haar 
measure on SU,(2). 
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The Haar measure h: A + @ gives rise to two hermitian forms ( , )R and 
( , )r on A as follows: 
(a, bh =h(ab*), (a, b)L = h(a*b) for a, be A. (3.10) 
Note that ( , )R is conjugate linear in the second argument and ( , )r in 
the first. In connection with the algebra structure of A, one has 
<ac,bh=<a,bc*h, (ca, bjL = (a, c*bh for all a, b, c E A. 
(3.11) 
These two hermitian forms are related by (a special value of) the modular 
automorphism in the Tomita-Takesaki theory. A general discussion concer- 
ning the “modular properties” for compact matrix pseudogroups is given in 
[W2]. We denote by G: A + A the unique @-algebra automorphism of A 
satisfying the condition 
o(;: ;)=(4Y* qYy). (3.12) 
LEMMA 3.3. (1) h(ab) = h(a(b)a) for all a, be A. 
(2) For each aE A[m, n] (m, n e Z), o(a) = qp(m+n)a. 
Proof. Define a bi-linear mapping f: A x A -+ @ by 
f(a, 6) = h(ab) - h(a(b)a) (a, b E A). (3.13) 
Then it is easily checked that f satisfies the “cocycle condition” 
f(ab, c) -Aa, bc) +f(o(c) a, 6) = 0 (3.14) 
for a, b, c E A. From this, one sees that equality (1) of the lemma reduces 
to the cases b = x, U, u, and y. Let us show that equality holds when b =x. 
Since x~A[l, 11, we have only to consider the case where aeA[-1,-l]. 
Set a=i”y (ncBJ); then ax=[“(l-q2[) and o(x)a=q~2”-2jn(l-iV). 
The equality h(ax) = h(a(x)a) is equivalent to A([“( 1 ‘- 4’1)) = 
4 -” ~ 2h(i”( 1 - i)), which . is readily seen by (3.2) of Theorem 3.1. The 
other cases b = U, cl, and y are checked similarly. This completes the proof 
of (1). Statement (2) follows immediately from (3.12). Q.E.D. 
We call this automorphism a: A + A the modular automorphism of A. 
Lemma 3.3 implies that the two hermitian forms ( , )R and ( , )r are 
connected by the formula 
(a, bjL= (a(b), ajR for all a, b E A. (3.15) 
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Next we give the expression of ( , )R in terms of the variable 
5 = -q %I. First note that the decomposition (1.10) of A is orthogonal 
under ( , )R: Namely, (a, !I).= 0 if aEA[m, n], kA[r, s], and (m, n)# 
(r, s). On each A [m, n] (m = y2 mod 2), the hermitian form ( , )R is 
described as follows. If a = f (5) em, )I and b = g(c) e,, n with the notation of 
(Lll), then one has 
According to the classification of (m, n) in (Ml), the weight functions 
en, m = em, ne, n are given as 
Note that there is no non-zero polynomial f(c) E C[[] with f(q2k) = 0 
for all ke /+I (nor with f(q L2k- 2, = 0 for all k E N ). Hence by the expres- 
sion of b by the Jackson integral (3.8) (or (3.9)), we have 
PREPOSITION 3.4. The hermitian forms < , > R and ( , jL on A are 
positive definite. 
Now we introduce the notion of a unitary A-comodule. Let Y be a fmite 
dimensional eft A-comodule and ( , ) a positive definite hermitian form on 
V, conjugate linear in the second argument. We extend this hermitian form 
(,)to (,): A@VxAQV-+A by 
for a, b E A and r, ye E V. (3.18) 
With this I notation, we say that the left A-comodule V is unitary with 
respect to ( , ) if it satisfies the condition 
v43 b&l)) = 1 - (L VI for all 5, q E V, (3.19) 
1 I wnere LV: V -+ A @ V is the left comodule structure of V. Let (c&l be 
an orthonormal basis for V and u/= (wi i)i jE I the matrix representation 1 , 
of L,: 
LV(ti)= C wi, j0C.j (i E I). (3.20) 
jd 
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Then the unitarity condition (3.19) is equivalent to the condition 
WW* = W* W= 1, where W* = (w,?~)~, it,. This is also equivalent to 
W* = S(W), where S(W) = (S(w, j))i, jS,. Note that the matrix W satisfies 
a formula analogous to (2.5). Hence S(W) gives the inverse matrix of W by 
the axiom of the antipode. 
As for a right A-comodule V, we consider a positive definite hermitian 
form ( , ) on V, conjugate linear in the first argument. We extend this to the 
hermitian form ( , ): V@ A x V@ A -+ A defined by 
The unitarity condition (3.19) is then replaced by 
(R,(5), Rv(rl)) =(5, VI.1 (5, I? E v. (3.22) 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Any finite dimensional left (resp. right) A-submodule V 
of A is unitary with respect to the hermitian form ( , )R (resp. ( , )L). 
Hence any finite dimensional A-comodule is unitarizable. 
Proof: Let {t,)i,, be a C-basis for V and W= (w,,~)~,,,~, the matrix 
representation of L,. Then, one has 
<L(5i), L(<j))R =C wi, rwTrh(trt,*) 
r, 3 
= (id@h)od(<i5,,*) 
= 1 . <t-i, 4,>, (3.23) 
by the left invariance of h. The latter half of the proposition follows from 
Propositions 2.6 and 3.2. Q.E.D. 
From this, we know that the spin I representations VF (or VF) are 
unitary with respect to ( , )R (or ( , )L). 
PROPOSITION 3.6. As for the representations Vk and VF of spin 1 
(1~ iN), one has 
(3.24) 
and 
(i, .i E Z,), (3.25) 
respectively. Hence, the matrix representation WC” = (w!!,))~, iEl, of VF (or 
VF) satisfies the unitary condition WC”* = S( WC’)). 
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Formulae (3.24) and (3.25) are reduced to 
h(i”(i;q~Z),)=qZ’“+” (cl*; q2L (q2; q2)fi (q2; q2)1 
(q2; q2L+p+ I
(3.26) 
and 
(3.27) 
which can be calculated directly from (3.2). 
3.3. Peter-Weyl Theorem for SU,(2) and Orthogonality of the Little 
q-Jacobi Polynomials 
Summarizing the arguments in the preceding sections, we establish the 
Peter-Weyl theorem for SU,(2). 
THEOREM 3.7 (the Peter-Weyl theorem). (1) The *-Hopf algebra 
A = A(SU,(2)) has an orthogonal decomposition 
AW,W)= 0 W, (3.28) 
I6 N/2 
with respect to ( , )R (or ( , )L). 
(2) The matrix elements w(t). (i, jE II, 1~ ;N) satisfy the following 
orthogonality relations: If (1, i, j) # (m, r, s), 
The square length of the matrix element w$,‘i. (1~ $N, i, je I,) is given by 
( w j,‘)., w $) R = 
l-q2 a- I) 
1-q 2(2/+ 1) q 
and 
( w I:(j )w I,‘; ) L = 
l-q2 
2(I+ i) 
1-q 2(2/+l)q . 
(3.31) 
Before the proof of Theorem 3.7, we present a lemma of averaging. In 
what follows, we denote by W”‘= (WI/~.),,,,,, the matrix representation of 
the unitary left A-comodule VF with respect to the orthogonal basis 
(P)i,,,. 
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LEMMA 3.8. Let A4 be a constant matrix indexed by Z,xZ,,, (I, me +N). 
Define an I, x Z,,, matrix fi by li;r = h( W(“MW(“‘*) (or by fi= 
h( W”)*MW’“‘)). Then one has 
AT=0 ifl#m and &=c.l for Some CE@ ifI=m. (3.32) 
ProoJ First we show that W”‘fi= 2W’“‘. With the notation W\” = 
(i~i,‘j@ l)i, j and WY) = (1 @ wifj), ,, one has 
W(l)fiW(m)* = (id @ h)( W\l) WY)J,fW$m?“‘* W\m)*) 
=(id@h)(W’,“W$“M(W’,“‘W~“‘))*). (3.33) 
Hence 
W(‘)fiW(m)* = (id @ h) o A( W(‘)MW(m)*) 
= h( W”‘&fW’“‘*) = fi (3.34) 
by the left invariance of h. This equality is equivalent to WC’)&? = fiWCm) 
since WC”’ is unitary. Now we know that the average fi of A4 corresponds 
to a homomorphism I’: + I’; of A-comodules. Hence, this reduces to a 
zero mapping if If m, since the two irreducible A-comodules are not 
isomorphic. If 1= m, it is a scalar mapping by Schur’s lemma for the 
irreducible A-comodule V k. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 3.7. First we will show that the orthogonality rela- 
tions (3.29); this implies that the decomposition (3.28) is orthogonal. 
Consider the matrix unit Ej, s = (6,. ,ida, ), E ,,, /it Im for j E ZI and s E I,; 
then the (i, r)-component of the average ,!?j,J of E,,, is given by 
h(w;,‘)w;T”s’*) = (w$, w;l”s’ )R. Hence, by Lemma 3.8, one has 
(WV! w(y& = 0 l,/) r, 5 if l#m. (3.35) 
If E=m and (i,j)#(r,s), it is clear that (wit;, wi”,)=O since w~,‘~w~~,)*E 
A [ -2i + 2r, -2j + 2~1. The orthogonality with respect to ( , )L follows 
from this since 
(w;,‘;, ~;r”,))~= (a(~:;?), wC~)R=q2(r+5)(w!~‘, w{,‘&, (3.36) 
by (3.15) and Lemma 3.3. 
Next we determine the square length of wifj. Fix the spin 1~ +N. Then, 
by Lemma 3.8, the average Ejss = h( WC” E,,, WC”*) is a scalar matrix for 
any j, s E Z,. Hence one sees that there are constants cy E @ such that 
for any i, j E I,. (3.37) 
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A similar argument on the average h( W ““E. W”‘) shows that there are I, J 
constants cF EC such that 
(w(,‘;, wy’,)L = CL for any i, jE I,. (3.38) 
By (3.36), we have ~f.=q*(~+“c~ for any i, je I,. Hence, we see that there 
exists a constant c E C such that 
c = q-*ic) = q”c,R (3.39) 
for any i, j E Z,. On the other hand, we have c”_, = (( 1 - q*)/( 1 - q’(*‘+“)) q4’ 
by Proposition 3.6 since wi,“[= (I’). This determines the value c = 
(( 1 - q*)/( 1 - q*(*‘+ I’) q”. Hence we have 
4 
3-J and vi+ j’, (3.40) 
for i, jE I,. Q.E.D. 
Orthogonality relations for the little q-Jacobi polynomials PF,B’(z; q) are 
recovered by combining Theorem 2.8, (3.8), (3.16), and Theorem 3.7. 
PROPOSITION 3.9 (Andreaws and Askey [AA]). The little q-Jacobi 
polynomials Pp’ O’(z; q) f or ~1, p, n E N and 191 < 1 satisfy the orthogonality 
relations 
s 
1 
PC’,p’(z; q) PIpL,B’(z; q) z”(qz; q)p d,z 
0 m 
=dm,,q(*+“” (1 - 4)(4; 4): (4; q)P+n (4; q)n 
(1-q z+8+2n+1Nq; 4L+n (4; 4)a+B+n’ 
(3.41) 
3.4. Fourier Transform on SU,(2) 
By virtue of the Peter-Weyl theorem, Theorem 3.7, we can discuss the 
Fourier transform for the *-Hopf algebra A(SU,(2)) in an explicit manner. 
In what follows, we denote by Mat(Z; R) the totality of square matrices 
indexed by a set Z with entries in a ring R. 
For each element f E A, we define the matrix values Fourier coefficients 
f(” = tfif j,i, JE ,, E Mat(l,; C) (1~ $N) by 
f(‘) = h(fS( W(i))), i.e., pi,‘;. = h(fS(w,fj)), (3.42) 
where W”’ = (w:,‘;)~, js , E Mat(Z,; A) is the matrix representation of the left 
A-comodule Vf. Then the Fourier transform for SU,(2) is given by 
9: A = A(SU,(2)) + A := @ Mat(Z,; C); 
It N/2 
F(f) = (f”‘),, N/2’ 
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To describe the inverse Fourier transform, we introduce the “q-traces” 
r,: Mat(Z,; A) + A (EE :kJ) by 
t,(M) = c qZLaz;E A (3.44) 
i E I, 
for each M= (a,, j)i,,E,, E Mat(Z,; A). Moreover, the q-trace zI gives rise to 
the following hermitian form ( , ) R,, on Mat(Z,; A): For M, NE Mat(Z,; A), 
CM W,,,=~,(MN*)E.% (3.45) 
where N* = (bzi), jE,, if N= (b, j)i, ie,,. 
THEOREM 3.10 (Fourier inversion formula). The Fourier transform 
9: A + ,d is a @-isomorphism. The inversion formula is given by 
f= 1 q*‘;-$*‘-‘ r,(p) w”‘) 
/EN/Z 
(3.46) 
for any f E A. Moreover, 9 is an isometry in the sense that 
2/+ I p21- 1 
(f,g)It= c q q$ (j““? P>R,I (3.47) 
IE N/2 
for anyf, gEA. 
Proof: By Theorem 3.7, each element f~ A is expressed in a finite sum 
of the form 
f= c 1 c$w;,‘) r,, (&).E a=) . (3.48) 
/EN/2 i,jsIf 
Here the coefficients c$ are determined by (3.29) and (3.30): 
1-q *c*/+ I) c(l),= q-*(/-i) 
‘3 J 1 -q2 (.f (“2 wi, ,)R. 
Since (J wpl), = h(fwi,lj’) = h(fS(wjll)) =fj!j, (3.48) is rewritten in the 
form 
f = 1 q-2’ 1 -y;*+‘) 
/EN/2 
i ; ,, q2’3j,? 6:. 
This gives formula (3.46). If g E A, (3.50) implies 
(3.50) 
CL gh = 1 q-*’ 
1 _ *(*I+ 1) 
1yq2 1 ;,, q”‘jj?<wl!], g)lt. (3.51) 
le N/2 
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Since <wifi, gjR = (g, w!,‘;)~ =g:fj, one has 
2c21+ I) 
(f,!T)R’ 1 P l;4,’ 1 q’p,‘l’ glfl) (3.52) 
It N/2 i. j E If 
which proves (3.47). For each q = ((P”‘)~~ N,2 E A, define an element @ E A 
by 
(jj= c q 
2lf 1 -2/L 1 
-“, r,(cp 
(0 W(O) 
It N/2 4-4 
(3.53) 
Then it is clear that this transformation cp H 4 gives the inverse of 9. 
Q.E.D. 
4. DIFFERENTIAL REPRESENTATIONS 
4.1. Quantum Universal Enveloping Algebra U&&(2; C)) 
We introduce the quantum universal enveloping algebra U&a/(2; C)) as a 
dual Hopf algebra of A = A(SL,(2; C)). 
First we remark that the dual space A* = Horn&A, C) has a natural 
structure of a C-algebra. For each cp, $ E A*, we define the product 
(P.II/EA* by 
(rp.ti)(a)=(cpO$)o4a) (aE A). (4.1) 
The associativity of this product follows from the coassociativity of A. Note 
that the counit of A gives the unit element of this algebra. We introduce 
four elements k+, k-, e, f~ A* b y th f 11 e o owing. The elements kf and k- 
are the @-algebra homomorphisms A -+ @ determined by the values 
k’(; ;)=(“;I2 q$) (4.2) 
at the generators of A. The elements e and f should satisfy the “twisted 
Leibniz rule” 
e(ab) = e(a) k+(b) + k-(a) e(b), e(l)=0 
f(ab) =!‘(a) k+(b) + k-(a) f(b), f(l)=0 
(4.3) 
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for each a, b EA and take the values 
q:: :)=(i @o ;)=(Y :). (4.4) 
It is checked directly that these linear functionals k +, k-, e, and f are well- 
defined. We define the quantum universal enveloping algebra U&&(2; C)) 
as the C-subalgebra of A * generated by the four elements k +, k -, e, and f: 
U,(d(2; C)) = C[k’, k-, e, f] c Hom(A, C). (43 
Hereafter we set U = U,(cid(2; C) 
1 u of this algebra is the counit E 
PItOPOSITION 4.1. The genera 
relu#ions 
for simplicity. Note that the unit element 
of A. 
OYS k+, k-, e, and f of U satisfy the 
k’k- =k-k+ = 1, k’ek- =qe, k+fk- =q-‘f, 
k+2-k-2 (4.6 1 
ef -fe= q-q-1 - 
Proox We show only the last relation. By (4.3) one sees that the 
equality 
q(ab) = q(a) k+2(b) + k-‘(a) q(b) (a, t-4 V-7) 
holds for both (o = ef - fe and q = (I?- kL2)/(q - 4-l). Hence it suffices 
to check that they take the same values at the generators of A. Q.E.D. 
Remark 4.2. In fact, it can be shown that (4.6) gives a complete system 
of algebraic relations among the four generators k +, k +‘, e, and f: In this 
sense, our defmition of U&&(2; C)) is consistent with that of Jimbo [J] 
(see also [RI). 
This algebra U = U,(Oe(2; C)) also has a natural structure of a Hopf 
algebra. The coproduct of U is determined by 
AJk’)=k’@k’, A&)=e@k+ +k-Be, A.(f)=f@k++k-Of. 
(4.8 ) 
The counit and the antipode of U are characterized bY 
S,(k”)=k’, &J(e) = -qe, WS) = -4-x (4.10) 
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respectively. In connection with the Hopf algebra structure of A, one has 
(cp $)(a) = (cp 0 $)(4a)), 1 U(Q) = 4Q), 
Aci(cpN~Ob)=cp(~b), Eu((P)=dl), (4.11) 
Su(cp)(a) = cp(S(a)) 
for any cp, $EA and a, beA. 
We remark that our coproduct A, corresponds to 2 in Jimbo [J]. 
Noting that k+k- = k-k+ = 1, we also use the notation k and k-’ in place 
of k+ and k-. 
4.2. Znouriunt action of U,(ad(2; C)) on A(SL,(2; C)) 
Let I’ be a left A-comodule and L,: I’-+ A @ V its left A-comodule 
structure. Then we define a @-linear mapping p: U -+ End,(V) by 
~(c~)(~)=(c~Oid.)oL.(5) (<E VI (4.12) 
for each cp E U. Then it is straightforward to check that p is a @-algebra 
anti-homomorphism, which endows V with a right U-module structure. 
When V is a right A-comodule, it can be regarded as a left U-module by 
the @-algebra homomorphism i: U-t End,(V) defined by 
4cp)(i”)= W,Ov)~R,(t) (5 E v, cp E U), (4.13) 
where R,; V -+ V@ A is the right A-comodule structure of V. 
Let us consider the special case of V= A. Then the two U-module 
structures p: U-t End,(A) and 1: U-t End,(A) are given by 
~(cp)(u)=(cpOid,)oA(u), 
l(cpNa) = (idA 0 cp)oA(a) 
(4.14) 
for q E U and a E A. Note that, for each cp E U, the linear transformation 
T= p(q): A -+ A (resp. T= IE(cp)) is right (resp. left) invariant in the sense 
that 
AoT=(T@id.)oA (resp. A 0 T= (id, @ T) 0 A). (4.15) 
In what follows, we also use the notation @ = p(q). It is checked directly 
that &: A + A is a C-algebra automorphism and that C and ,fi A + A are 
“twisted derivations”: 
P(ub) = P(u) R(b) + 6 - ‘(a) P(b), C(l)=O, 
f(ub)=f(u)&b)+k-‘(u)f(b), f(l)=0 
(4.16) 
for all a, b E A. 
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4.3. Differential Representations and q-Difference Equation for the Little 
q-Jacobi Polynomials 
Let Vk be the left A-comodule of spin 1 (1~ $N), and IV(‘) = (w!,‘J)~, jG,, 
the matrix representation of this comodule with respect to the orthogonal 
basis (t!‘)). . According to the previous arguments, the left A-comodule 
V: can be ‘$garded as a right U-module. Let 
p,: U,(&(2; a=)) + End,( Vf) (4.17) 
be this right U-module structure, which we call the differential representa- 
tion of Vf-. With respect o the basis (ri”)i,l,, the right invariant action of 
q E U is represented by the matrix cp( IV”‘) = (cp(~j,“i))~, jc,,, 
qqg’) = c cp(wj(;) I$” (4 = P,(cp))> (4.18) 
ie 4 
for cp E U and ie I,. Recall that, for each r E I,, the @-subspace of W, 
spanned by wi,‘! (i E II) is a left A-comodule isomorphic to Vf- (Theorem 2.5). 
Its differential representation is thus described by 
cj(w$ = c cp(wj’)) wj,‘!. (4.19) 
I 6 II 
Direct calculation shows 
PROPOSITION 4.3. The generators k, e, f E U act on the basis (5J”)i,I, of 
Vk as follows: 
f((!“) = q-‘(V) 
q~j”)=ql’2-’ (1-q 
20+1+i91/2 (1 -q2w))1/2 r!,’ 
l-q2 r+l 
(4.20) 
f(gl))=ql/2-/ u-q2(‘+1--r)Y’2 (1 -q2(1+i)P2 p),, 
l-q2 
It is known that the center of U= U&&(2; @)) is generated by the 
Casimir element 
C=qk’+q-W2-2 
(9-4-‘12 +fe 
(4.21) 
(see, for example, [J] ). We will discuss the action of C on A. 
Straightforward computation shows the following proposition. 
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PROPOSITION 4.4. The action of the Casimir element on the spin I 
representation V y is given by 
&q 
21+ 1 +q-I’-‘-2 id 
(q-q-1)2 v:. 
The right invariant action of C on A, 
&qP+q~‘L?-2 *^ 
(q-q-1)2 +ef, 
(4.22) 
(4.23) 
is called the Casimir operator. From Proposition 4.4 and (4.19) we see that 
it acts on the matrix wi,‘) by 
c’( w y;, = q 
2/+ 1 +q-2’-‘-2 
p&l!“. 
(q-q-‘)2 ‘3’ 
(4.24) 
Thus we obtain 
PROPOSITION 4.5. The direct decomposition A = @ ,E N,2 W, of A gives 
the eigenspace decomposition by the Casimir operator e. The eigenvalue of 
C on W, is (q2’+ ’ + qe2” - 2)/(q - q-‘)2. 
To investigate the action of c on the subspace A[m, n] (m, n E Z), we 
first consider the action of P and p there. For example, we have 
C(x%“F([)) =x li-+f+lq-(~+a-1)/2 (l-[)DqzTq$+ 
for cr>O, B>O, and F([)EC[~], 
~(X~V~~(~))=X~+~v~-lq~(~+8-1)/2 q2~[D,2+ 
i 
+$ F(i) (4.26) 
I 
for c( > 0, B B 0, and F(i) E a=[[]. Here T, and D, are the q-shift operator 
and the q-differential operator defined by 
and 
TqF(z) = F(v) (4.27) 
(4.28) 
respectively. These calculations lead us to the following proposition. 
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PROPOSITION 4.6. Let Qol, B be the q-difference operator 
-4 
a-p I 
-4 
-a-[{- 1 +qPaPPP’(l -0 T;‘). (4.29) 
Then the action of the Casimir operator on A [m, n] (m, n E Z, m s n mod 2) 
is given by 
(1) Qe m, J(i)) = em, nQ,, &F(i)) if m + n B 0, m d n, 
(II) Qe ,,.F(i))=e,,.Q,.~(F(i)) if m+naO, n<m, 
(III) Wl5) e m, .I = Q,, #W) em, II if m+n<O, n<m, 
(4.30) 
(IV) @Ii) e m, .) = Ql, p(F(1;)) em, n if m+n<O, m<n, 
where a= I(m-n)/21 and p= I(m+n)/21. 
This proposition with (4.24) recovers the q-difference quations for the 
little q-Jacobi polynomials: 
(qa+P(q-2PLq2[) ~y*+q(q2n+n+~+1+q-2n~2-8-l)~ 
-4 -“~P(1+q2a)+q~a-p(l-~)T~‘}P~~P)(~;q2)=0. (4.31) 
Finally we derive the Rodrigues formula for the little q-Jacobi polyno- 
mials from the viewpoint of the differential representations. 
PROPOSITION 4.7. For any c(, fl, n E FV, we have 
(l-4)” Pfi “‘(z; q) = q=n+++ 1”2 (q”+ 1; q) z-*(qz; q)a l 
” 
x P,T;‘)“z’+‘Tqz; qJP+n. 
Proof First we calculate p( F( [) v”yD) (F( 5) E @ [ [] ) for c(, /l> 0. Setting 
3(F([) v”y”) = G(c) us- ‘y8-‘, (4.33) 
we will find an expression for G(c) in terms of F(i). Note that 
~(F[~]v”~~)x”u”=xu(-1)“~’ T,2(G(~)[a-1(q2[;q2)p&. (4.34) 
On the other hand, by f(x8u”) = 0 we have 
f(F([) v”y”) xBua 
=4 -(a + ““5@(i) vayP~~Ua) 
= (- 1)” q”-8”2f(F(i) ja(q21 :q2)J 
= (- l)E+’ q’*-“- 1)‘2xu Q(F([) [“(q2i : q2)J. 
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Hence we obtain 
G([)+-“-“/2 I- i %z21; q2)+2 1Ty2’&(Wz2i; q21p 65)). (4.36) 
Recall that, for each i, jE I,, one has 
j3q-qw (l -4 2(/--i+191/2 (1 -q2c/+',)l/2 w!" 
l-q2 1 1.i’ 
(4.37) 
by the formula for f in (4.20). For each n, a, PE N, set i= (a + fl)/2, 
j= (/? - c()/2, and 1= n + (c( + 8)/2. Then substituting the expression of 
Theorem 2.8(IV) into (4.37), we obtain 
&q (3&3x--8)/2 ’ -q2” 1 Pjp’;,‘*Ir-l’([; q2) uap’yBp’. (4.38) 
Hence by (4.36), we have 
Dy2 T,i’(~“(q2~; q2)p Pc”,p)([. q2)) n 3 
=4 
-2% 1 -q2” 
j---q P(q’1; q2)p I ~!f+?~~- ‘Vi; q2). (4.39) 
This recurrence formula leads us to the Rodrigues formula 
(1 - q2)” 
pj;r,8)(5;q2)=q21n+n(n+‘) 2(1+,);q2) 1-“(q25;q2)p 
(4 n 
(4.40) 
Q.E.D. 
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